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Abstract: Here we investigate the extremely important physics principle of energy
accumulation and energy concentration! This principle is re-occouring, re-emerging
and re-appearing in every individual discipline of science having fundamentally
always the same underlying energy conservation principles; this is suggesting an
underlying fundamental-general energy system relation stretching across all
science disciplines; remotley, also Darvin's natural selection of species is possible
to include in this concentration and accumulation theory. We also present why we
cannot use the momentum-time domain for reaching the same conclusion! One of
the very first public science experiments ever performed was the Vacuum
experiment of 1654 by the mayor of Magdeburg depicted in the next historic
lithographic picture!

This lithographic picture was reproduced-duplicated in large numbers on the newly
invented Gutenberg printing press invented-constructed at the same time as the
picture for satisfying peoples curiosity. The use of 16 horses for providing the

reciprocal Force for attempting to separate the vaccum vessel halves is unique
because it instills in the Viewers the sense-possibilities of the immense mechanical
horsepower-energy involved! These force-principles were the spark igniting the
start of the industrial revolution, eventually sending our beloved-majestic horses
out onto the pasture and out onto the racetrack-playing field. This vaccum
experiment involved the use of a mechanical hand operated piston air pump having
an one way air valve for evacuating air from-within the joint-sealed two halves of a
bronze-cast vessel depicted in the top of the picture! The air evacuated vessel
vacuum experiment was demonstrated 20 years past the very first barometervaccum experiment publication of 1634 in Italy involving a standing-gravitational
water column within a vertical glass tube having a sealed top-end and an exposedopen bottom-end immerged into a shallow water cup; wherein a change in water
column vaccum height-position could be observed with changing of the barometric
weather condition! These thermodynamic air-gas principles are physically
mathematically described with: P1 /P2 =T1/T2 ; Wherein P is the pressure and
the energy related gas temperature is T. Expressed in words: Within a confinedenveloped gas mass-quantity, the pressure P rises proportionally with the
temperature T of the gas; this is an energy-work principle! Conversely: The
temperature T of the gas-mass-quantity is changing in opposite to the containment
volumne quantity available to the gas-mass-quantity:

V1 /V2 =T2 /T1 ; Expressed

in word: For a given gas-mass-quantity the temperature T is changing inversely to
the gas-envelope-volume-size V; the smaller the gas-envelope-volume-size is
compressing the same gas mass, the higher rises the gas temperature within; this
is also an energy-work principle! These two principles are the working principles of
the kitchen Fridge in every kitchen and is also the working principle of every gas
engine in every car!
To further emphasise the universal principle of energy accumulationconcentration, an electrical example is presented in the next picture involving a
battery-energy supply, two switches, two condensers and an one way electrical
valve-diode. This electrical example of energy accumulation-concentration is the
electrical version of energy accumulation-pumping and it can be extended by
adding more concentration stages thereby obtaining very impressive voltages and
energy levels from one single battery cell. The momentary closing of switch S1 is

charging the capacitor C1 with electrical energy, the following momentary closing
of switch S2 is lifting the electrical potential of C1 above capacitor C2 thereby
feeding additional electrical energy into C2 through diode CR1, accumulating
energy therein: E=(V+V)current over time! Electrical energy per time is voltage
potential V, times current I and the stored electrical energy is: E=1/2CfaradV2voltage
The switches S1,S2 can be replaced by an electronic IC 555 circuit automating the
energy accumulation switching process!

Next picture is the concentration-accumulation of mechanical energy within an
isolated system having opposing angular rotation of two flywheels, wherein the
energy limit is limited only by the stencil strength of the flywheel construction
material having to withstand the centrifugal-energy force F=1/2mV2 pulling the
flywheel apart! The motor depicted is exerting a mutual-reciprocal-equal torque
onto the two flywheels, thereby accelerating a mutual-reciprocal-opposing angular
rotation of the two flywheels rotating on the same axis, imposing a different
angular kinetic energy into each of the two flywheels depending on each moment
of inertia size in the form of:

M,large,flyweelr2ω2/m,small,flywhelr2ω2=Ekinetic, small,flywheel/e,large,flywheel
Wherein:

ωangular speed of flywheel, and because acceleration is:

aangular,acceleration=torque/momentof inertia.
The torque is acting-applying onto both flywheels reciprocally-internally at the
same time without having force exertions against the bearing standoff holders,
energy is conserved only internally: Explained in words: the larger the torque and
the smaller the moment of inertia the larger the acceleration

a,

the smaller

flywheel is receiving the larger spin-angle-displacement of the two flywheel;
thereby, the small flywheel mounted onto the motor shaft receives the larger
portion of the mechanical energy flow of the ideal motor which is:

E=Vvoltage,potential Icurrent=mechanical work=energy
delivered from the motor over a time-interval! This principle is an universal
principle in physics and also the primary principle for all these presented examples!
The operation of this flywheel experiment can be viewed on

youtube, ggutsche1, P1100008, youtube, ggutsche1

Next presenting an additional example of the inertial mass flywheel energy
accumulation within opposing angular motion of two flywheels on the same axis
of an electric motor shaft having additionally also simultaineous a straight line
oscillating (back and forth) motion. Referencing the next picture; the flywheel If
having potential energy magnitude E=½If ωa2 is obtained first with a reaction less
angular mutual and reciprocal rotational motor exertion against the second Backrest
flywheel Ib, while progressing straight line from point A to point B; this is equivalent
to a reaction-less inertial mass throw within the boundary of an isolated system
conserving both angular and straight motion into ωa because the two flywheels If,
Ib and the motor with its electrical supply having its own CM according to the

previous flywheel example. Then, following is the motion from point B to paint C a
complex motion involving the moment of inertia If, Ib, and including the motor is
using dynamic breaking restoring energy into the electrical supply during the B to
C motion and the mass Md with mutual opposing cos and sin functions as indicated
in the below graph picture and formula #7.a ; this must be viewed as a simulated
complex inertial mass throw-roll-out into empty space having a straight force
exertion against Md during angular rotation 0º to 60º! Wherein the flywheel If origin
angular velocity magnitude ωa is pumped up into over 90% of the motor
mechanical input energy according to the previous example with minimal
Newtonian equal back reaction cost in opposite direction to Vgain , because If, Ib and
the motor is acting as an isolated system according to the previous example. This
throw out from an isolated system is again presented applying to opposing-throw out
motion energy form: V2net,gain Md /-v2gain(mf +mmotor )=(mf +mmotor)/Md ;
as indicated in the picture. The radius square function rf2 and rb2 for Huygens
moment of inertia for both flywheels on the same axis indicates a quadratic
progressing increasing function, it is progressively concentrating the motor

supplied input kinetic energy into the flywheel If having the smaller
rf in the quadratic progression; this means, the backrest-flywheel`s large
radius rb has a much larger moment of inertia in a quadratic escalating function a
backrest funktion, it is a quadratic energy distribution-flow ratio because the radius
squared is the only prominent parameter while the flywheel masses cancel out

mf=mb ; mfrf2/mbrb2=rf2/rb2 ; this allows us to accumulate the
possible ωa angular speed amplitude at straight line motion at point B

because:

largest
reversal of straight line motion within the driving-acceleration of mf+mb away
from point b going to c. The Energy input to flywheel If energy is the progressive
concentration of the supplied input energy magnitude into the smaller If flywheel as
also indicated in the previous example and presented with the angular-axial motion
graph in the next picture while both flywheels have equal mass magnitude. This
distribution principle should not be misconstrued as a free energy principle,
concentration means a progressive gathering / directing of input energy into the
smaller rf flywheel, while having the same mass magnitude.
Please view: youtube, ggutsche1

Now, the reader of this paper will be curious, why not derive these principles
of accumulation-concentration within the momentum realm? The answer is:
Momentum is using time as a measuring stick, which has an irrational nonuniform diminishing progression in relation to the rational distance-displacement
and Force defined by the algebraic-kinematic equations of time:

time=(mass 2 distance,displacement/Force)1/2,
This is having a square root declining function-progression!
Important, we are also able express time as a time squared function for a
linearly larger distance-displacements: for example 1,2,3,4,5 progression:

time2=mass 2 distancedisplacement /Force
This is why Huygens, Leibniz, LeHospital, Bernoulli, chose the mostfundamental energy-force over the rational distance realm for the combinedprojected straight line and angular inertial mass motions!

Eenergy =mmass dVVaverage
The full detailed 200 page version book is on Amazon.com books called:

“Inertial propulsion: and you thought it's impossible"
And:

“Inertial propulsion: and you thought you knew everything about

physics"
For experimental proof: youtube, ggutsche1, P1100007
Youtube, ggutsche1, P1090003
Youtube, ggutsche1, PC130005
Youtube, ggutsche1
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